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August 6, 2020 

TO COUNTY ASSESSORS: 

DEL NORTE COUNTY 
SUPPLEMENTAL ASSESSMENT PRACTICES SURVEY 

A copy of the Del Norte County Supplemental Assessment Practices Survey Report is enclosed 
for your information. The State Board of Equalization (BOE) completed this survey in fulfillment 
of the provisions of sections 15640-15646 of the Government Code. These code sections provide 
that the BOE shall make surveys in specified counties to determine that the practices and 
procedures used by the County Assessor in the valuation of properties are in conformity with all 
provisions of law. 

The Honorable Jennifer Perry, Del Norte County Assessor, was provided a draft of this report and 
given an opportunity to file a written response to the findings and recommendations contained 
therein. The report, including the Assessor's response, constitutes the final survey report, which is 
distributed to the Governor, the Attorney General, and the State Legislature, and to the Del Norte 
County Board of Supervisors, Grand Jury, and Assessment Appeals Board. 

Fieldwork for this survey was performed by the BOE's County-Assessed Properties Division from 
September through October 2019. The report does not reflect changes implemented by the 
Assessor after the fieldwork was completed. 

Ms. Perry and her staff gave their complete cooperation during the survey. We gratefully 
acknowledge their patience and courtesy during the interruption of their normal work routine. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ David Yeung 

David Yeung 
Deputy Director 
Property Tax Department 

DY:dcl 
Enclosure 

https://www.boe.ca.gov/
https://www.boe.ca.gov/proptaxes/pdf/08apsr0820.pdf
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	Exemptions
	RECOMMENDATION 1: Improve the administration of the welfare exemption program by: (1) requiring a valid Organizational Clearance Certificate (OCC) prior to granting the welfare exemption, (2) conducting field inspections on all first-time filing claim...
	Original Findings:
	We found the Assessor grants the welfare exemption to organizations that do not have OCCs. If an organization indicates on the welfare exemption claim that an OCC claim was filed with the BOE, the Assessor will grant the welfare exemption the first ye...
	We concur, and our office procedures do require welfare exemption applicants to provide proof of a valid OCC prior to granting an exemption. Unfortunately, this particular finding was an anomaly which occurred in error, and is not representative of th...
	Original Findings:
	We found the Assessor does not conduct field inspections for all first-time filing claims and claims filed for new locations. The Assessor should conduct a field inspection on all property for which an exemption is claimed for the first time as direct...
	We concur. Our office has utilized the appraisal staff already conducting field inspections for new construction as a method of confirming the use of the property. However, we will conduct a second field inspection by the staff member responsible for ...
	Original Findings:
	We found that in some instances the Assessor granted 90 percent of the eligible exemption amount on property, but did not cap the penalty at $250. Section 255(a) provides that annual claims for the welfare exemption must be filed with the Assessor bet...
	We concur, and our office procedures do follow the provisions of section 270(b) by limiting the total tax liability to a maximum of $250 per year for late filed claims. Unfortunately, this particular finding was an anomaly which occurred in error, and...
	Original Findings:
	For the veterans' organization that owns its land and building, the Assessor has exempted all of the organization's property.
	We concur. Though one of our veterans' organization locations is owned by local government and is non-taxable, the other is located on a fee parcel and has been receiving a full exemption. We were unaware of any non-exempt use of the property which wo...
	RECOMMENDATION 2: Require an annual filing of a BOE-261-G prior to granting the low-income exemption for disabled veterans.
	Original Findings:
	We found that for first-time filings of the disabled veterans' low-income exemption, the Assessor does not require the claimant to file separate claims for each year of eligibility before granting the exemption on all eligible years. For example, the ...
	We concur, and our office procedures do require the annual filing of a BOE-261-G prior to granting the low-income disabled veteran exemption. Unfortunately, this particular finding was an anomaly which occurred in error, and is not representative of t...


	Assessment of Real Property: Prior Recommendations, Responses, and Current Status
	New Construction
	Original Findings:
	The Assessor receives building permits from three permit-issuing agencies: the Building Inspections Division of the Del Norte County Community Development Department, the City of Crescent City Building Department, and the State of California's Departm...
	We concur. Our office was unaware that we were not receiving all well permits from our county health department pursuant to Section 72. Though we have no jurisdiction over other offices, we have collaborated with the health department to ensure we wil...

	Taxable Possessory Interests
	RECOMMENDATION 4: Improve the taxable possessory interest program by: (1) properly identifying the name of the specific government agency controlling the use of a property, (2) correctly classifying cable television rights-of-way on privately owned la...
	Original Findings:
	We found several taxable possessory interests associated with cable and video franchises where the Assessor's records did not identify which agency controls the use of the parcels. All taxable possessory interests are given an account number that iden...
	We concur. In some instances, the agency name was listed several pages back in the file, but was not brought forward on subsequent appraisal records. In the case of our data system listing "no file found" for corresponding fee parcels: parcel history ...
	Original Findings:
	The Assessor improperly classifies some cable television rights-of-way and improvements on privately owned land as taxable possessory interests. Proper classification of the improvements should be either as a foreign improvement or an improvement on l...
	We concur. Due to the age and complexity of these files, historical research is necessary to complete our review and make adjustments as needed to the accounts. We are currently researching the file history of the cable television possessory interest ...
	Original Findings:
	Many of the taxable possessory interest files we reviewed did not contain copies of leases for the interests being assessed. The Assessor relies on tenant lists, historical information, information obtained from the public agencies, or a county-create...
	We concur. After the completion of the audit, we found several long term contracts that were located in a separate filing area from the possessory interest appraisal files. This separation would lend itself to concluding that we did not have lease con...
	Original Findings:
	In our review of the Assessor's appraisal records for taxable possessory interests, we discovered that a number of taxable possessory interests created by a contract with a term of one year were being assessed using a reasonably anticipated term of po...
	We concur. Our office is reviewing all possessory interest files to ensure contract terms are being used, unless it is demonstrated by clear and convincing evidence that the reasonably anticipated term of possession is shorter or longer than the state...
	Original Findings:
	We reviewed several supplemental assessments issued by the Assessor for changes in ownership. We found in some instances, the Assessor was properly issuing supplemental assessments. However, the Assessor does not issue supplemental assessments for tax...
	We concur. Our office has corrected the procedures for supplemental processing on possessory interests with month to month tenancies where a term of possession of one year or more has been used, as well as expired contracts. In instances where our off...
	The Assessor has not implemented this recommendation. Because the Assessor is using a term other than the stated term of possession as illustrated in the prior recommendation, the Assessor is not correctly applying supplemental assessments at the comm...
	In general, taxable possessory interests must be supplementally assessed upon a change in ownership or completion of new construction. For all taxable possessory interests, the term of possession for valuation purposes is called the "reasonably antici...

	Mineral Property
	Original Findings:
	Unpatented mining claims represent a mineral right interest on federal land. Claim holders can locate a claim and by either paying a maintenance fee or, for those holding fewer than ten claims, performing annual assessment work on the claim to retain ...
	We concur. Our office has now implemented the new 2012 federal changes on annual maintenance fees for mining claims.


	Assessment of Personal Property and Fixtures: Prior Recommendations, Responses, and Current Status
	Audit Program
	Original Findings:
	No formal audits have been performed by the Assessor's office since the 2012-2013 roll year.
	We concur. Our office has been without an Auditor-Appraiser since 2012. We will reinstate our audit program as budget and staffing allow.
	The Assessor has not implemented this recommendation. The Assessor does not have an auditor on staff; and due to resources and time constraints, still has not established an audit program. Consequently, no audits have been performed by the Assessor's ...
	An effective audit program helps to prevent potential errors and escape assessments by verifying information reported by taxpayers and correcting noncompliant reporting practices. This, in turn, increases the likelihood that future assessments will be...
	By failing to establish an audit program and conduct the required number of audits as specified by section 469, the Assessor is not complying with statutory requirements and risks the possibility of allowing taxable property to escape assessment perma...

	Business Equipment Valuation
	Original Findings:
	We found a number of instances where fixtures were enrolled as personal property on the assessment roll. First, we found the Assessor does not allocate a percentage of machinery and equipment to fixtures when acquisition costs are reported in bulk. It...
	We concur. Though property assets have been enrolled and have not escaped taxation, our office has not allocated an estimated percentage as fixture value. We are working with fellow counties to verify research in order to determine an appropriate perc...
	Original Findings:
	We observed a number of instances where the Assessor applied mobile agricultural equipment valuation tables to other agricultural related personal property. We also identified an instance where valuation factors from a table intended for non-mobile ag...
	We concur. We are reviewing our agriculture files to ensure all assets have a correctly prescribed depreciation table.

	Aircraft
	Original Findings:
	The Assessor uses published value guides, including the Aircraft Bluebook-Price Digest, to value general aircraft. These values are adjusted to reflect local market conditions, sales tax, unusual condition, equipment installed, and engine and airframe...
	We concur. Our office has historically valued general aircraft with an adjustment to the listed wholesale prices found in the Aircraft Bluebook price digest. Adjusting the wholesale price yields a lower value than the adjustment of the average retail ...

	Vessels
	Original Findings:
	Although pleasure vessels are being correctly assessed annually to reflect market values, we found instances where documented vessel assessments were not updated annually to reflect current market value. This practice appears particularly prevalent wi...
	We concur. There is a substantial lack of comparable market sales for valuing documented vessels, as well as a lack of resources for a documented vessel cost guide. Therefore, we use income evidence as represented from the annual fishing season as an ...
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